Abstract. -We present the results of optical linear polarisation measurements of about 30 A-type stars that are known to be either Ae/A shell stars or have shown anomalous emission in the infrared. Compared with the general population of A-type stars, stars of this group are found to have polarisation that is also anomalous and is suggested to be circumstellar in origin.
Introduction
A large number of A-type stars observed by the Infrared Astronomical Satellite (IRAS) have been found to have infrared excesses (e.g. Aumann 1985; Coté 1987) . The ex cess infrared radiation is emitted by matter (gas and dust) in the circumstellar regions around these stars. The star ß Pic is one such anomalous infrared emitter. This star also exhibits a "shell" spectrum, characterized by the si multaneous presence of both broad and sharp lines in the spectrum. The broad lines are stellar in origin, while the sharp lines are understood to be produced in a circum stellar shell. Prom a study of a sample of Ae/A shell stars Jaschek et al. (1986) showed that in stars of this group the proportion of anomalous infrared emitters (AIE) is very high, suggesting a close link between "IRAS excesses" and "shell-type characteristics" . Jaschek et al. (1991) have ex amined all A-type stars contained in the Bright Star Cat alogue, Fourth Edition, for IRAS infrared excesses; and a sample of them in detail for shell characteristics. This study confirms their earlier findings about the correlation between anomalous infrared emission and shell character istics. Jaschek et al. (1991) also give lists of A-type AIEs and Ae/A-type shell stars.
The shell characteristics in the spectrum are attributed to circumstellar gas shells within a few stellar radii, while the IRAS infrared excesses are due to cold (50-400 K) dust much further away from the star. The observed cor relation between anomalous infrared emission and shell characteristics therefore implies that A-type stars having circumstellar matter of one kind are also likely to have the other, and Ae/A shell stars are physically related to A-type AIEs (Jaschek et al. 1986) . A majority, if not all, of A-type AIEs could be expected to show "shell characteris tics" upon spectroscopic measurements at high dispersion, not yet available for most of them.
Circumstellar shells can also cause another observa tional effect. Light from the central star can get polarised upon scattering by matter in the circumstellar shells. For example, the polarisation observed in the light of young T Tauri stars and the Herbig Ae/Be stars that are gen erally associated with dusty cloud material, is ascribed to the presence of circumstellar matter in these systems (e.g. Bastien 1988) . A-type AIEs and A-type shell satrs also have circumstellar matter surrounding them, so it may be useful to look for polarisation in these stars as another signature of its presence. In this paper, we present the results of our polarisation measurements for about 30 Atype AIEs and Ae/A-type shell stars from the lists of such stars given by Jaschek et al. (1991) . These are then com pared with measurements for normal A-type stars in the Bright Star Catalogue. We find that the A-type AIEs and shell stars exhibit anomalous polarisation.
Observations
The linear polarisation measurements in the optical V band were made with a fast star-and-sky chopping polarimeter coupled at the f / 13 Cassegrain focus of the 102 cm telescope at the Vainu Bappu Observatory, Kavalur, on several nights during 1992-93. The instrument and the data reduction method have been described elsewhere (Jain & Srinivasulu 1991) . A dry ice cooled EMI 9658-R (extended S-20) photomultiplier tube and the Fernie (1974) combination of glass filters were used for the ob servations. Unpolarised standard stars (Serkowski 1974) were measured to determine the instrumental polarisation. It was found to be~0.1%, and was subtracted vectorially from the polarisation measurements for the programme stars. The zero of the position angle was determined by observing polarised standard stars (Hsu & Breger 1982) each night.
Results
The results are listed in Table 1 . In Table 1 , the HR num ber of the star is given in Col. 1, the date of observation in Col. 2, spectral type in Col. 3, V magnitude in Col. 4, the colour B -V in Col. 5, colour excess E(B -V) in Col. 6,the distance modulus m -M, in magnitudes, in Col. 7. The observed degree of polarisation P (%) and the position angle ө(°) are given in Cols. 8 and 10, while the probable errors in the measurements of polarisation ϵp and position angle ө are given in Cols. 9 and 11 re spectively. The distance modulus has been corrected for extinction by using a value of 3.0 for the ratio of total to selective extinction AV/E(B -V). been assigned E(B -V) = 0.0 while estimating their dis tance modulii, which turn out to be small ~3.5. Intrinsic colours and absolute magnitudes for stars were taken from Schmidt-Kaler (1965) . Column 12 indicates whether the star is a known anomalous infrared emitter (AIE) and/or a shell (Sh) star.
Discussion
The degree of polarisation measured for our programme stars varies from a negligibly low value of 0.02% (for HR 5112) to values as large as 2.06% (for HR 4110). The largest values are generally observed for distant stars with distance modulii m -M > 5. All the stars observed are bright stars from the Bright Star Catalogue, and most of them are nearby objects within 100 pc (distance modu lus < 5). At such short distances the contribution of the interstellar polarisation to the observed polarisation is ex pected to be small ~0.1%. The interstellar contribution in creases with distance and should be subtracted from the observed polarisation. This is, however, not possible for the programme stars individually, as the interstellar po larisation in the direction of the programme stars, as a function of distance, is generally not known. We therefore make a statistical comparison between the polarisation ob served for the programme stars and other normal A-type stars in the Bright Star Catalogue with a similar magni tude range. For comparison, polarisation measurements 
Star Catalogue that are neither AIEs nor shell stars, po larisation measurements are listed in Mathewson & Ford (1970) . These stars also show a range of values of the degree of polarisation which generally increases with dis tance as is expected of interstellar polarisation. In Fig. 1 we plot the observed degree of polarisation against the dis tance modulus for our programme stars (A-type AIEs and Ae/A-type shell stars) as well as the general population of normal A-type stars from Mathewson & Ford (1970 Figs. 1 and 2 , the error bars have not been shown explicitly. For the de gree of polarisation, these are listed in Table 1 for the programme stars, and noted to be ~0.03% in Mathewson & Ford (1970) , for the normal bright A-type stars. Any errors in the estimates of the distance modulii will not cause a systematic separation on the polarisation axes in Figs. 1 and 2 , which is observed to be much larger than the errors in the polarisation measurements. Therefore, the observed high values of polarisation for these nearby (distance < 100 pc) stars can not be accounted for by normal interstellar polarisation and must be circumstellar in origin. Circumstellar matter around the A-type shell stars and the AIEs can cause polarisation by the process of scattering the light from the central star. The wave length dependence of polarisation under such situations may in general be different from the wavelength depen dence of interstellar polarisation that is found to follow the empirical law given by Serkowski (1973) and shows a peak at A ~ 0.54 µ in the V band. The interstellar polarisation position angles are generally independent of wavelength. We have multi-wavelength polarisation mea surements for two of our programme stars, HR 5999 and HR 6864 that show relatively large degree of polarisation. For these stars, polarisation was measured in the B (0.44 µ), V (0.55 µ), R (0.70 ß) and / (0.90 ß) bands. The Table 2 . The wavelength dependence of polarisation for HR 5999 and HR 6864 is shown in Figs. 3 and 4. The observed wavelength dependence does not fit the Serkowski formula. As can be seen from Figs. 3 and 4, the observed polarisation for HR 5999 decreases monotonically with wavelength from B to I band, while for HR 6864 it shows a sharp peak in the R band and a steep fall from R to the I band. There is no polarisation peak in the V band. This is unlike the interstellar polarisation. The observed variation of polarisation position angles with wavelength is only marginal for HR 5999 and HR 6864.
Another indication of the circumstellar nature of po larisation is its variability on short time scales. Only one of our programme stars (HR 3589) has been measured by us on more than one occasion. This A-type shell star showed Pv=0.17±0.05% and өv =137±9° on 27 Jan 1993 to be compared with Pv=0.39±0.09% and өv=137±6° on 1 January 1993 as listed in Table 1 . The percentage polarisation has undergone a very significant change on a time scale of a month, while the polarisation position angle stayed constant. The observed variation in polari sation can be understood in terms of variations in the dis tribution of scattering circumstellar material close to the star. We note that polarisation measurements have been made earlier, also for HR 4110 and HR 6631 (Serkowski et al. 1975 ) and HR 5999 (Bessell & Eggen 1972; Hutchinson et al. 1994) . The values of polarisation PV and position angle 9y measured earlier are: 1.4% and 152° for HR 4110 (compared with the values 2.06% and 146° reported in the present work); 2.17% and 4.6° for HR 6631 (present work: 1.92% and 5°); 0.46% and 6° (Bessell & Eggen 1972 ) and 1.19% and 13.4° (Hutchinson et al. 1994) for HR 5999 (present work: 0.58% and 168°). Large variations in po larisation are shown by HR 4110 and HR 5999, while no significant variation is found for HR 6631. All the pro gramme stars need further polarimetric monitoring and multi-wavelength measurements to study temporal vari ability and wavelength dependence of polarisation.
Conclusions
We have presented optical polarisation measurements for about 30 A-type stars from the Bright Star Catalogue that are known to be either A-type shell stars or have shown anomalous emission in the infrared. The results show that these stars exhibit a degree of linear polarisation that is generally much larger than that shown by the normal Atype stars at similar distances, and can not be explained as interstellar polarisation. The observed polarisation also shows anomalous wavelength dependence and time vari ability for a few members of this sample of stars for which such measurements could be made. It is suggested that polarisation in the A-type shell stars and anomalous in frared emitters is circumstellar in origin. Further moni toring and multi-wavelength polarimetric observations of these stars would be very useful for a better understanding of the nature of their circumstellar shells.
